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NOTE ON INFINITESIMAL CONFORMAL VARIATIONS

By U-HANG KI

§ O. Introduction.

Infinitesimal variations of submanifolds of a Riemannian manifold have
studied by Chen ([1J) , Ki ([5J) , Pak ([5J) , Yano ([1], [2J, [4J, [5J) and
many authors. In his paper [4J Yano found the necessary and sufficient con
dition for a variation to be isometric in a compact submanifold.

The purpose of the present note is to study the necessary and sufficient
condition for an infinitesimal variation to be conformal.

§ 1. Structure equations of submanifolds.

Let Mm be an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system
of coordinate neighborhoods tu; x"} and denote by gji, r j /', 17j, K"i and
K ji the metric tensor, the Christoffel symbols forn:ed with gji, tl:e oIerator
of covariant differentiation with respect to rji", the curvature tensor and
Ricci tensor of Mm respectively, where here and in the sequel the indices
h, i, i, k, ..• run over the range {l, 2, .'., m} .

Let MlI be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold covered by a system of
coordinate neighborhoods {V; ya} and denote by Keb, reblZ

, 17" K<icblZ and Kc"
the corresponding quantities of MlI respectively, where here and in the sequ
el the indices a, b, c, d, ... run over the range {l, 2, ..., n}.

We suppose that MlI is isometrically immersed in Mm by the immersion i
: MlI-+Mm and identify i(MlI) with MlI itself. We represent the immersion

by x"=x"(y") and put B,,"=o#, (Ob=O/;;:I). Then Bb" are n linearly inde
pendent vectors of Mm tangent to MlI. Since the immersion i is isometric,
we obtain

(1.1) gc,,=gjjBiBi.

We denote by Cl m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to MlI, where
here and in the sequel the indices x, y, % run over the range {n+ 1, n+2, •..,
m}. Then the metric tensor of the normal bundle of MlI is given by

(1. 2)
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It IS well known that Feb" and Fjl' are related by

(1. 3) Feb"= (deBb"+FjI'BiBbi)B"k,

where B"h=Bb;gfu,gj", (g"") = (gb,,)-l, and the components Fe/" of the connec
tion induced in the normal bundle are given by

(1. 4) Feyx= (deC/+Fji"BiC/)Cx",

where CXh=C/gyxg;k, gYx being contravariant comJ:onents of the rr.etric ten
sor g yx of the normal bundle.

If we denote by PeBb" and PeC/' the van der Waerden-:-Bortolotti covari
ant derivatives of Bb" and C/' along the M" respectively, that is, if we put

(1. 5) PeBbh=deBb"+FjihBejBb;-Feb"B,,"

and

(1. 6) PeC," = OeC/'+Fj;hBejC/-FeyXCx",

then we can write equations of Gauss and those of Weingarten in the form

(1. 7)

(1.8)

PeBbh=hebxC",h,

nC "--h" B"Vey- ey,,'

respectively, where hebx are the second fundamental tensor of M" with res
pect to the normals Cx" and he"",=hebxgb".

. Equations of Gauss, Codazzi and Ricci are respectively

(1.9)

(1.10)

and

(1.11)

Kdeb"=K/<j/'B}BiBbiB"h+hi'xhebx-he"",hdbX,

0= Kkj;"BiBejBbiCx,,- (pdhebx-pchdbx),

K X-K ··"B.iB jC iC'" + (h :Eh e -h "'h e )dey - kJ' ,I"" e y " de e y ee d y ,

where K de:/ is the curvature tensor of the connection induced In the nor
mal hJndle.

§ 2. Variations on a submanifold.

We now consider a variation of M" in Mm given by x"=x"+f"(y)e, whe
re g j;Pfi>O and e IS an infinitesimal. We then have

(2.1)

where Bb"=o~h are n linearly independent vectors tangent to the deformed
submanifold at the deformed point (xh). If we displace Bb" parallely from
the point (x") to (xh), we then obtain the vectors



at the point (xh) , or

(2.2)
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neglecting the terms of order higher than one with respect to e, where

l1bjk=obfh+rjjhB,iP.
In the sequel we always neglect terms of order higher than one with res

pect to e. Thus putting

(2.3)

we have from (2. 2)

(2.4)

If we put

(2.5)

we have

(2.6) f7bjh= (f7bP-hbaxP) Bah+ (l1bP+hba:z=ja)c}

because of (1. 7) and (1. 8) .

From (2. 3), (2. 4) and (2. 6) , we obtain

(2.7) Bbh=[Oba+ (l1da-hbaxP)cJBah+ (flbP+hbaXp)C}e.

Now applying the operator a to (1. 1) and using (2.4), (2.6) and ogjj=

0, we have (cf. [4J)

(2.8)

(2.9)

A variation of a submanifold for which ogtb=O is said to be isometric
and that for which ogcb is proportional to gtlz is said to be conformal (cf.
[4J).

Thus we have from (2. 8)
In order for a variation of a submanifold to be isometric or conformal, it

is necessary and sufficient that

(2.10)

or

(2.11)
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respectively A. being a certain function.
We denote by Cl' m-n mutually orthogonal unit normals to the deformed

submanifold and by Cl the vectors obtained from C/' by parallel displace
ment of Cl from the point (xh) to (xl'). Then we have

c/,=cl'+rjik(x+fe)JiC:/e.

We put

(2.12) oC/,=C/,-C"k

and assume that aCyk is of the form

(2.13) liC/,= U/Ba"+fyXCx")e.

Applying the operator a to B/C/gjj=O and using (2.4), (2.6), (2.13)
and agjj= 0, we obtain

where f y,,=f/gc", or

(2.14) f ya=- (fJaf:,+h"ayjb).

Applying also the operator a to CxjC/gjj=OXY and using (2.13) and ogjj
=0, we have

(2.15)

where fyx= f/g",xo
We denote by Ba j n covectors of the deformed submanifold corresponding

to Ba j of the original submanifold and by iJtz j the covectors obtained from
B"j by parallel displacement of Baj from the point (x") to(xk).

Then we have

(2.16)

We put

(2.17)

Then applying the operator 0 to B"jB4j=o"a, C/Baj=o and usmg (2.4)
and (2. 13), we find

(2.18) oBaj= - (fJ,;/a_h,,4:rp) B"je+ (fJe!x+h"e:rf")Cxie.

From (2. 16), (2. 17) and (2. 18), we find

(2.19)

We now put

Bai=Bai+ {rjfJiBek- (fJ,J"-h"a:rp)B"j

+ (fJ"fx+h"ax.!')Cxj} e.



(2.20)

and
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(2.22)

afcba= rcba- r cba,

where f cba are Christoffel symbols of the deformed submanifold. Then sub
stituting (2.1) and (2. 19) into (2.20), we obtain by a straightforward
computation,

(2. 21) arcba= {(llcV'd h+ K"jihBcjBbi) Bah

+hcl,x:«(7afx+hdazfd)} c,

from which, using equations (1. 9) of Gauss and those (1.10) of Codazzi of
the submanifold, we have (cf. [4J)

orcba= (llcllb!a+KdcbaJd)e

- {llc(hbexP) +llb(hcexP) -lle(hcbxP)} geac.

A variation of a submanifold for which iircba=O is said to be affine and
that for which

(2.23)

is said to be affine collinear, where A is a certain function.
We first prove

LEMMA 2. 1. In ordel' for a variation of a submanifold to be affine colline
ar, it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.24)

Proof. From (2. 8) and (2. 24), we find

(2.25) llcllbfa+llcllah=2llc(hbaxP+Agba)'

from which, using the Ricci-identity

(2. 26) IIc(7bfa+IIallch - KcabdJd = 2lle(hbaxfx+ ).gba) ,

or substituting (2. 25)

IIcllbfa - IIallbfe- K cabdJd

=2llc(hbaxfx+ Agba) -2lla(hbcxfx+ Agbe)'

If we take the skew-symmetric part of this with respect to a and b and ma
ke use of the Ricci-identity, then we· obtain

lle(7b!a-C'cC'ah+ KabedJd- Kcabdfd + Kebadfd

= -2(7a(hcbxP+ Ageb) +2V'b(heaxf x+ Agea),
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from which, using (2.25) and first Bianchis identity,

(2.27) PcPbfa+ KalJcafd

=Pc (kbarfr+ ).gba) +Pb (kctUP+ Agca) -Pa(kcbP+ Agc")·

Comparing (2.27) with (2.22). we have affine coIlinear. Reversing the ar
gument, we conclude the converse assertion. Hence the lemma is proved.

§ 3. An integral formula.

THEOREM 3. 1. For a compact orientable sulmanifold Mn of a Riemannian
manfiold, we kaue the following integral formula:

(3.1) fMJ {pcpcfa+K/fc-2pc(kcar fz) +plZ(k/:rfr) + (n-2)filZ).} fa

+ (112) {pcf"+P,,fc-2kcbrf"c-2Agc"} {J7c1"+P"fc-2kcb,.JY-2J.gCb}

+kcbrfz {pcP+P"jc-2kc"yf'-2J.gc"}

+2A IPeje-k/:p-n).} JdV=O

for some function )..

Proof. Since Mn is compact and orientable, we have the following inte
gral formula:

(3.2) fMn[ (l7cpcf"+Kcajc)f"+ (112) (l7cfb+Pbfc) (pcp+l7"fc)

- (Pefe)2JdV=O,

which is valid for any vector field fa in Mn (cf. [4J). From (3. 2), we
find

(3.3) j ({J7cJ7cflZ+KclZfc-2pc(kcIZJz) +J7a(k/rP,) + (n-2)pa;.} flZ
M"

+ {2[7c(k,/zP) _[71Z (k/rfz) - (n-2)pa).} flZ

+ (1/2) (Pc!b+l7bfc) (l7cP+pbfc) - ([7ef')2JdV=O,

from which, by a straightforward computation, we obtain (3.1).

Now if a variation of the suhmanifold is conformal, we have (2. 11)
consequently

(3.4)

and

or, equivalently
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(3.5) (hCbyfY) (ogcb-2i.gcb) =0 and gch(ogcb-2J.gcb) =0.

From Lemma 2. 1, we have (2.23).

Conversely if (2. 23) and (3. 5) are satisfied, we have from Lemma 2. 1
and (2.27),

(3.6) fl c{7cfa+Kc"f'-2{7c(h/x jx) +fla(h;xfx) + (n-2)flail=O.

Thus we see from the integral formula (3. 1) that

(7c!b+fldc - 2hcbx jx - 2ilgcb = 0

and consequently the variation is conformal. Hence we have

THEOREM 3. 2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a 'oariation of a
compact orientable submanifold to ce conformal is that the variation is affine
coUinear and (hCbyfY) (ogcb-2Agcb) =0. gcb(ogcb-2J.gcb) =0 are satisfied.

Now, if a variation of the submanifold to be isometric, we have (2.10)
and conseqently (2.11) and (3.1) with il=O.

Since an isometric variation is affine, we also have (2.22), form which

(3.7) (lcficfa +K/fc-2(lc (h/xfx) +p(h/xfx) =0.

From (3. 1) with i. = 0 and (3. 7) we have by the proof as in Theorem
3.2

THEOREM 3.3. ([4J) In order for a vanatlon of a compact orientable sub
manifold to be ismetric, it is necessary and sufficient that 'We have (3.7) and

(hcbyfy) ogcb =0, gcbogcb=O.
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